Total Resection of Inferiorly Located Sacral Chordoma with Posterior Only Approach: Case Report and Review of the Literature

Aşağı Yerleşimli Sakral Kordomanın Yalnız Posterior Yaklaşımla Total Rezeksyonu: Olgu Sunumu ve Literatürün Gözden Geçirilmesi

ABSTRACT
Chordoma is a primary sacral neoplasm of ectodermal origin and makes up %1-4 of all primary bone tumors. It is usually present on the midline cerebrospinal axis and the most common locations are the spheno-clival region and the sacrum. The treatment of primary sacral tumors represents a challenge because of a large tumor mass at presentation and a hemorrhage risk in surgery. Sacral tumors may present a difficult problem to the surgeon who desires to obtain a clear margin of excision. Using the retrorectal fat tissue as a cleavage line in the posterior approach guides the neurosurgeon to resect the tumor totally and reduce the hemorrhage in sacral chordomas. In this case report, we tried to discuss the advantages of using of retrorectal fat tissue as a cleavage line in sacral chordomas under the literature.
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INTRODUCTION

Chordoma is a primary sacral neoplasm of ectodermal origin and makes up 1-4% of all primary bone tumors (18). It may appear anywhere on the midline cerebrospinal axis; however, the most common locations are the spheno-clival region and the sacrum (9). Some of the sacrococcygeal region located pathologies are chordoma, giant cell tumor, neurofibroma, teratoma, metastasis, myxopapillary epandimoma, myeloma, osteoblastoma, aneurysmal bone cyst, lipoma, osteosarcoma and chondrosarcoma (1,9).

The treatment of primary sacral tumors represents a challenge because of their anatomical location and the relatively high frequency of large tumor mass at presentation (9). Depending on the tumor size, the extent of the operation can vary from simple tumorectomy to total sacrectomy and instrumentation (17). Sacral tumors may present a difficult problem to the surgeon who desires to obtain a clear margin of excision. The problem of local control may be made worse by tumor spill resulting from biopsy or incomplete resection by an inexperienced surgeon. Preservation of neural structure allows ambulation; and using the retrorectal fat tissue as a cleavage line in the posterior approach guides the neurosurgeon to resect the total tumor and reduce the hemorrhage in sacral chordomas.

CASE REPORT

A 63-year-old man with severe pain in the sacral region was admitted to our neurosurgery department. Pain was aggravated with defecation. His medical history showed a hemorrhoid operation 8 years ago. Because of this, he was examined by the general surgeon and colonoscopy performed in another medical center but nothing was defined as pathological. Only after this was he was referred to our neurosurgery department. In his initial physical exam, a rough palpable mass lesion was present at the sacral region. Upon anal tonus examination, a dense mass lesion was placed on the posterior wall of the rectum. The rectal tonus and perianal examinations were normal. In the radiological evaluation, lumbosacral magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed and the tests revealed the mass arising from S4 to the coccyx, which infiltrated the retrorectal fat tissue partially but not the rectum (Figure 1,2). In reconstructive sacral sagittal computerized tomography (CT), the posterior wall of S4 was found to be destructed and the coccyx was partially invaded (Figure 3,4). All preoperative anaesthesia laboratory studies were normal. The night before surgery, bowel lavage was performed with oral liquid laxative and oral nutrition was cancelled. The anterior approach was excluded from surgical planning because of the
fat tissue between the rectum and sacral mass and the posterior approach was decided on for the excision of the tumor.

In the operating room, after general anesthesia was administered the patient was turned to the prone position and the skin incision was done in a reverse U shape on the sacral region. The skin flap was laid down; and after dissecting the subcutaneous tissue, the bilateral gluteus maximus and parasacral muscles were identified and dissected laterally. The hard and dark red color tumor was identified on S4-S5 VB and the S3 VB was cut transversely with the protection of the curved amputation line using a Kerrison Rongeur. After removing the S3 VB with extensive resection to obtain a tumor-free zone, the retrorectal fat tissue was determined under the tumor; and then the excision was done circumferentially. After the completion of the circumferential excision, blunt dissection was performed between tumor and retrorectal fat tissue (cleavage line); and finally, the tumor was excised completely (Figure 6, 7, 8). During the tumor dissection from the surrounding tissue done under the microscope, the feeding arteries which come from the lateral

Figure 3: Reconstructive sagittal lumbosacral CT demonstrates bone destruction in S4 and S5 vertebral bodies (arrow heads).

Figure 4: Bone destruction is seen in S4 vertebral body in lumbosacral axial CT (arrow head).

Figure 5: The illustration points out relationship between tumor and the bone tissue. (T: tumor).

Figure 6: Intraoperative photograph shows the retrorectal fat tissue zone (our cleavage line) after the tumor resection. The border between S2 and S3 vertebral bodies was marked with the arrows in the photograph.
and anterior part of the tumor zone were coagulated and cut by using bipolar forceps and microscissors. Then, hemorrhage control was performed and all the layers were closed tightly in a routine manner for protecting the subcutaneously herniation of retrorectal fat tissue. No complications were noted after the operation. In the pathology evaluation, the pathologists reported the tumor as chordoma. When studied in slides, the tumor was seen in cell cords and lobules that were separated by myxoid and chondroid-like stroma. Small round cells with mild cytologic pleomorphism were identified within the lobules. Some of the tumor cells had extremely large vacuolated cytoplasm known as physaliferous cells. Although tumor-invaded bony structures were present in the pathology slides, the surgical specimen border near S3 VB was free from tumor cells and no mitotic activity was determined. Additionally, the tumor cells showed strong immunoreactivity for keratin (Figure 9,10)

The patient was mobilized on the first postoperative day and reported no pain on the sacral

Figure 7: The illustration shows surgical area after the tumor resection. The tumor was excised with tumor free S3 vertebral body. The arrows mark the curved excision line in the sacrum. (RFT: retrorectal fat tissue).

Figure 8: The macroscopic view of the tumor.

Figure 9: Chordoma having the diagnostic features of lobulation, myxoid and chondroid matrix and vacuolated cells with a chording arrangement. HE 100x

Figure 10: Physaliferous cells which has myxoid matrix and vacuolisation were seen in the figure HE 200x.
area. He was discharged on the fifth postoperative day. The patient was then referred to the radiation oncology department for local recurrence prevention. No local recurrence was determined during the 10-month follow-up period.

**DISCUSSION**

Chordoma is a malignant tumor thought to arise from notochordal crests. The estimated yearly chordoma incidence is 0.5 cases per million inhabitants. These are slow-growing tumors with a long doubling time. They may appear anywhere on the midline cerebrospinal axis; however, the most common locations are the sphenoid-clival region and the sacrum (9). About 50% of chordomas are sacrococcygeal in origin (10). They have little metastatic potential, but considerable local destructiveness (12,13). The most common sites of metastasis include the lungs and the axial skeleton; but unusual appearances like orbital and skin metastases have also been reported (9).

Clinical signs and symptoms may vary depending on the location and the size of the tumor and the extent of neural invasion. Sacrococcygeal chordoma presents a difficult diagnostic and therapeutic problem. Diagnostic procedures consist of radiological and pathologic evaluation. Unfortunately, the lesion is poorly accessible by conventional radiography. Although it is possible to have an adequate demonstration of the bulk of the tumor, the appearance of localized growth could be misleading and soft tissue invasion is often missed in a detailed use of CT for chordoma (12). Contrast-enhanced MRI is the gold standard when it comes to radiological tools (16). It offers several potential advantages in the evaluation of sacrococcygeal chordomas (11,17). An advantage of using MRI studies in chordoma lies in their ability to determine muscle involvement. The images from the sagittal and coronal planes may help to demonstrate the longitudinal extent of the tumor. MRI studies demonstrate a sacral region showing the isointensity to the vertebra in a T1 image with cystic lesion, while a T2 image shows high signal intensity. Although the MRI helps in the characterization of benign and malignant presacral masses and their relationship to pelvic structures, it often cannot distinguish between fibrosis and recurrent pelvic carcinoma in patients managed with surgery or radiation therapy (4,17).

In cases of major vessel involvement, preoperative angiography may be necessary to expose the major feeders of the tumor.

The primary therapeutic choice for a sacrococcygeal chordoma is surgical excision. Operations on malignant sacrococcygeal neoplasms seldom achieve radical excision. Furthermore, the surgical approach is difficult because of the site and size of the tumor and its anatomical relation and involvement with surrounding tissues and organs (6). In sacral tumors, resection must be sufficiently extensive to eliminate all possibility of the tumor recurring. Although the sacral chordoma was excised completely in our patient, he was still referred to the radiation oncology department to prevent local recurrence. Local recurrences, however, have often been observed even after total en bloc resection (8). Local control rates have been poor with suboptimal RT doses. The best results were obtained with heavy charged particles. Schoenthaler et al. reported 14 patients treated with helium or neon ions. Four of the 14 patients were treated after gross tumor resection. They reported a 5-year local control rate of 55%, with a trend for better local control in patients treated with neon ions, compared with helium ions, and for four patients who received RT after gross tumor resection (3,14).

The literature provides different suggestions and experiences about surgical approaches, but no method has become a standard because of the heterogeneity of these tumors. Depending on the tumor size, the extent of the operation can vary from simple tumorectomy to total sacrectomy and instrumentation (9). The location of the tumor within the sacrum determines whether a partial or total sacrectomy will be necessary to achieve a radical excision. Whereas subtotal resection of the sacrum caudal to midportion of the S1 vertebral body (VB) does not destabilize the pelvis, total sacrectomy requires establishment of a bilateral union between the lumbar spine and the ilium, as well as a reconstruction of the pelvic ring (2,5). Although the anterior approach is strongly recommended for sacral chordoma tumors, the posterior approach is adequate for total resection using rectal fat tissue as a cleavage line between tumor and rectum. Under the microscope, this cleavage helps the neurosurgeon in protecting the rectum and seeing the feeding arteries of the tumor for cauterization to reduce the hemorrhage. In this case, we preferred to use the Kerrison rongeur, instead of a bone chisel, osteotome or Gigli’s saw, because the line of amputation is curved (Figure 7) and manual control makes it possible to feel the consistency of the
bone and reduce the risk of an intralesional resection and hemorrhage.

Another advantage of the posterior approach is clearly seeing and easily removing the tumor infiltration into the gluteal muscles. Yonemoto et al. mentioned that it is highly possible that residual chordoma infiltrating the gluteal muscles accounts for the local recurrences (18). A precise preoperative assessment of the tumor infiltration into the gluteal muscles by MRI is important for the prevention of local recurrence. Therefore, the resection of sacral tumors using the posterior approach allows for the neurosurgeon to excise the tumor if it involves the gluteal muscles (gluteus maximus and piriformis) (6).

The microsurgical posterior approach is often the preferred way for neurosurgeons because of their familiarity with sacral anatomy. In this approach, the hemorrhage is made to a minimum and the total one piece resection of tumor is made possible with circumferential dissection. For a better prognosis, a wide tumor-free surgical zone should be obtained and all the layers should be closed tightly in a routine manner in order to protect the subcutaneously herniation of perirectal fat tissue.

In conclusion, the posterior approach for sacral tumors is recommended when high sacral involvement (S1 VB) is not present and the rectum is not involved because it is a faster and easier procedure to do, with a lower risk of hemorrhage, as compared to the combined anterior abdominosacral approach. It is also possible to manipulate and cut the tumor free line in sacrum for extramarginal resection. Furthermore, the neurosurgeon can feel more confident in the resection and the reduction of the hemorrhage with bipolar cauterization by following the retrorectal fat tissue as a cleavage line.
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